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View from the Tree Tops
Yeah, yeah, we all gotta plant more trees to combat climate
change. And it is admirable that our federal government gets
that and is putting their (our) money where their mouth is.
However, from the very beginning of BOB!, my focus has always been less about the number of trees we plant, but how
we care for them once they get planted. It seems pointless to
plant hundreds or thousands or billions of trees if they are
not watered and tended, so they die.
That is why it is so rewarding to partner with V.J. Comai, the
Burlington city arborist, and his tree crew. They clearly care
about both planting a lot of trees, but also watering the new
ones and pruning the older ones. They know what the trees
need and work tirelessly to give it to them. As in the past few
years, we have had some record-breaking high temperatures
and dry spells. The Parks crew can be seen going throughout
the city filling the gator bags (the green sacks you see around
the base of trees). They water all the trees they planted in the
fall of 2021 and spring of 2022. The gator bags supply the
tree with 20 gallons, which usually is enough for a week.
Sometimes if it is really hot, dry and windy, they have to fill
the gators twice in one week. It is this this kind of personal
attention that ensures their survival while their root systems
develop.

What’s New?
Come to our “Love Our Trees” event Tuesday,
September 13, 5:30-7:00 pm at the Community
Tree Nursery and get our complementary tick
removal tool to protect you from those annoying deer ticks. It’s at the UVM Horticulture Research Ctr., 65 Green Mountain Dr., So. Burlington. It’s fun and will make you feel great! Contact
Margaret at mskinner@uvm.edu for details. Pizza
and soft drinks are served when the work is done.
Bad News: We have all heard about the rise in
crime in Burlington. Well, the Burlington Parks
Dept. is not immune. They came to work a few
weeks ago to find that the catalytic converters on
their work trucks had been removed. That amounts
to at least $1,000 per truck. This caused a delay in
watering the trees while the repairs were made.

Before and After!
Thank you VNLA volunteers for making Burlington a bit more
beautiful, and giving visitors to the RMDH a nicer place to stay.

Margaret Skinner, President (mskinner@uvm.edu)

A busman(woman)’s holiday for VT
Nursery and Landscapers Association
(VNLA) Volunteers
This spring BOB! donated two trees at the
Ronald McDonald House (RMDH), to replace a large maple that was in poor health
and posed a risk to those playing below it. At
that time V.J. Comai, a longtime VNLA member, proposed they volunteer to plant shrubs
to further beautify the yard. This was done on
one of the hottest days this summer. A small
dedicated crew arrived bright and shiny with
tools in hand and nutritious snacks. Within
hours they had transformed the space with
new plants and a thick layer of mulch.
Next Month’s Feature: How do you Sweat a tree?

Get Ticked Off!
Ticks are a serious threat to the
health of our volunteers and lovers
of trees. We produced a special apparatus to safely remove engorged ticks
and keep you all safe. These are
given out for free to all volunteers.

Better, But still not BEST!
For the last two years the Burlington Parks Dept. and BOB! have been trying to address the treelessness on North Street in
Burlington. In 2021 we planted trees from the BOB! nursery in large planters positioned along North Street where the greenbelts are narrow or completely lacking. Most trees that have been planted there have not survived. That didn’t work very well
for various logistical reasons, including late planting. Undaunted, we have tried again this year. New bareroot trees were planted
in the same planters early in the spring and they have grown well. V.J., the city arborist even planted annuals around the base of
the trees and the trees and the flowers are looking good, despite the heat this summer. BUT, it’s just not enough.

Newly planted tree in
May (left), Same tree in
August (right).

A few large elm trees planted for one of the North Street revitalization projects have survived. Check out below the shade they
provide compared with the tree in the planter. Trees growing in planters have a role to play in this street environment, but they
are never going to replace the benefits of a large tree. As temperatures continue to rise in our summers, we must continue to
develop strategies to bring the benefits of large trees to the narrow greenbelts that are so common in the Old North End. We
are discussing other options with the Parks Department for the future. Until then, we will keep growing trees in planters to
bring a bit of green to North Street.

Planter tree in August with
flowers (left), thriving elm
trees on North St, sharing
their shade with their human
neighbors (right).

Tree Fungus Artistry
By Bob Little Tree

Fungus art by Ray Fadden, given to Bob, the author. Bob has made many fungus art works, but
sold or gave them all away.

I was introduced to Tree Fungus art while working and living with the
Akwesasne Mohawks in Malone, NY. I met Ray Fadden (1910-2008), artist,
orator and historian, who created paintings on tree fungus
(https://tauny.org/ncha/portfolio/ray-fadden/). Although wonderful
pieces, I wanted to take a slightly different approach so as not to copy, but
also to honor the natural beauty of a Tree Fungus or Conk. My biggest one
was given to Chief Big Eagle of the Golden Hill Band of the Paugussett
Nation (http://www.litchfieldcty.org/k1qqq/paugussett/chiefbig.htm),
and depicted in stick figures, the struggles of the Paugussett people.

What is special about Tree Fungi to Traditional First/Native Americans is
that we believe as the last living part of a dying tree, the tree's Spirit passes
through the Tree Fungus when leaving the tree. This makes the Tree Fungus
or Conk SACRED.
The Process: First, one must remove the Fungus from the tree, but before
doing so, one leaves a "GIFT" which can be tobacco, sage, sweet grass, cedar
needles or something special belonging to the gatherer. One tries not to use
metal during the removal 'cause that would offend the Spirit of the tree. Next
the Fungus or Conk needs to be dried thoroughly. When dry, I would burn
my art work into the "Face" of the Fungus. Since most of the Tree Fungus or
Conks we use for art take on a wood-like quality, one MUST paint/cover
every part, Face, Back, underside & inside with a sealant like polyurethane. If
you don't, tiny insects that feed on this decay will make a home inside the
body of the Fungus. Artisans of Tree Fungus or Conks try to find fairly large
Fungus (around 10 inches wide or so). So, the search is on. Many hours in
the Wood* searching for just the right Fungus that isn't out of reach. Most
Tree Fungus Artisans are happy taking their time just walking slowly, un-disturbingly in the Wood because a part of this search isn't you finding the Fungus but the Fungus finding you. It helps if you can talk to trees and other Beings of the Natural World, see my article in the August BOB! newsletter:
TREES, GUARDIANS OF THE PLANT NATION (https://branchoutburlington.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/BOBNewsletterAugust2022.pdf).
Ray Fadden (Tehanetorens) talking about his Native American culture (top) and beaded belts he
made to retell ancient myths and lesson stories.

Left: side view of Ray Fadden’s Fungus art. Right: a shelf fungus (Fomes
fomentarius, commonly called the hoof fungus because it is shaped like a
horse hoof) that might be a good type to use for Fungus art.

*Side note: I use the word Wood where Americans
would say woods. However, in proper English, the
word Wood is plural.

Bob Little Tree wears many hats. He has been a Master Gardener for 14 years, and worked with the Akwesasne Mohawks. He
is also a VT Forest Pest Detector, manages several private gardens and is a bus driver in Randolph, VT. Most importantly, as
a surviving Pootatuck (Band) and citizen of the Paugussett Nation, he is an herbalist or medicine person (madeolinu), trained
in the Big House Medicine Way by Nora Thompson Dean, the Grande Sachem (great chief) of the Lene-Lanape People.

Here are some of our contest winners from

Trees: A Lifeline for our Planet
You can see more in the Young Writers Project April Newsletter
(The Voice) at: https://youngwritersproject.org/thevoice/2022-04

For every evergreen
By Imogen Sangha, 14, Hanover, NH
Honorable Mention
I thought I saw you on the news the other day.
My heart skipped a beat
when the headline described
forest fires
burning through the countryside,
but it wasn’t you
because
I knew you were safe.
I went home the other day
but you weren’t there.
I closed my eyes
hoping it wasn’t real
but the land was barren
and our place
where we spent hours together,
where you taught me to climb,
and lifted me up so I could see the stars,
where the signs warded off
the machines and the saws,
it was all gone.
I went back again today
with a shovel and a hose.
I planted a balsam
where we fell asleep together
so one day you might grow back
and I’ll see you again,
my evergreen glade.

Steady, Stable, Sublime
Juni Cleary, 16, Burlington, VT

Without roots, we are alone
By Roxanne Glassenberg, 17, Wellesley, MA
Honorable Mention
What would you do if I told you
that
without roots, a tree is just a pillar of wood, a gateway to an empty temple.
It turns to sludge, becomes a home for bugs.
It becomes a coat rack upon which we hang our faded glories.
That
without roots, the Earth is just a ball of stone,
sipping punch in the corner while the band plays the music of the spheres,
orbitting the emptiness that pushes in, closer every day.
What would you do if I told you
that
without the sinews of tuberous roots that wrap us in a tight embrace,
that
without the tangled veins of sap and water,
that
without a thousand, no, a hundred thousand years of trees and roots, we
are the inhale without the exhale, and we
are adrift in the stars and we
have nothing to tether us to life in the light of a dying sun and we
are left to the ruthlessness of the unseeing moon when in our rootlessness we
are alone.
If I told you that, what would you do?

Paved Paradise
Lauren McCabe, 15, South Burlington, VT

Why not?
By Ashleigh Provost, 17, Hinesburg, VT
Honorable Mention

Do you know a school or public space that needs a tree
to make their space more beautiful?
Every year, BOB! gives away trees to local schools, towns
and non-profits with space for one. To apply, go to:

https://branchoutburlington.org/programs/get-a-tree-program/

Call me a tree hugger,
A hippie, a snowflake.
Tell me I'm exaggerating,
That "trees can't feel."
See my sorrowful gaze
Fall across open fields
Once graced with exponential growth,
Replaced with solid cold tarmac.
Ask me why I care,
Why it matters.
I'd admit, I have no convenient scientific answer.
Is that the only thing that would settle your discontent?
Have you ever felt the embrace of a tree?
Ever felt the despair from the life with no voice?
I'll ask you,
Why don't you care?
As if you do not rest upon Mother Earth's creation,
As if you do not breathe the air from her children.
You may ask me what I gain from caring.
What do you gain by not?

The city of green
By Emmett Jarvis, 16, Montpelier, VT
Second Place Winner for Writing
The city of green
with bottomless arms,
the one that was built
by no man’s harm,
I go to that city to die.
When morning-star dies
and twilight reigns supreme,
when the eyes turn black,
as black as their dreams,
and men of yesterday tell their lie.
They speak of “progress”
and glory to match,
they speak of the future
too important to hold back.
With us, you can fly.

The fruits of our labors! This is the first fruit from the Liberty
apple trees we donated to Champlain College in 2021. Let’s
hope it will be the apple of some teacher’s eye this fall.

But I do not wish
for iron wings
if the home of the birds
is reduced to twigs.
For that injustice, I do cry.
The city of green
must not be paved,
for the city is life,
and that we must save.
Or at least we can try.
So to the city I go,
where the song is the trees,
away from the men
who take what they please.
I go to that city to die.
We steal Her land, exploit Her wealth
And claim it as our own.
We build cities, we sever trees,
Destroying our own home.
We do nothing to rebuild
The ruin we create.
We do nothing but watch
As She cries, She burns, and breaks.
We lie to faces, wipe out races,
Deny these lies and genocide.
The truth cannot be silenced.
We divide, we war, we side.
Ourselves will be the death of us,
Burned in a fire we made.
There will not be a second Ark.
This time we can’t be saved.
Not one creature will mourn us,
Not one tree, ant, or swan.
They’ll find freedom and happiness
In a world with humans gone.
We thought we were the kings.
But oh, we were such fools.
It was never our kingdom.
The Queen of Nature rules.

It’s always a good time to buy locally hand-made mugs to share with
friends and family. There are two styles, latte mugs and tankards in
various shades of blue and green.
OR, how about a cool hat to protect you from the sun (good for all

ages)? It is a great way to show you care about our trees.
Order at:

https://branchoutburlington.org/donate/merchandise/
All funds support our tree planting in Burlington and beyond and
trees for VT non-profits.
Give a Lasting Memory: Want to honor a loved one for their
contributions, or leave a living legacy in memory of a friend or family
member? Instead of flowers, give a tree. For $130 you can contribute to
planting of a tree in Burlington to make it a greener city. The donation is used to
purchase and care for a tree in our tree nursery. The tree is planted in its final
home along a Burlington street. To learn more, go to: https://branchoutburlington.org/programs/give-a-tree-program/ or contact Margaret Skinner, mskinner@uvm.edu; 802-656-5440.

The BOB! Mission: We are a group of volunteers who help plant and care for Burlington’s trees. Our goal is to promote a city graced with a variety of beautiful, healthy trees,
and a community involved with forever expanding and preserving our urban forest.
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